








Abstract 

We investigate the fully discrete methodology and establish a formula from which 
two-level explicit fully discrete arbitrary-order (both in space and time) conservative 
numerical schemes for a model hyperbolic conservation law can be derived. To illus- 
trate this approach fully discrete second, third and fourth order numerical schemes 
are presented. 
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1 Introduction 

An important research subject in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is the de- 
velopment of high-order numerical schemes. One example of considerable interest 
is Acoustics, which needs long time evolution of weak flow features. For this kind 
of problems low-order met hods will produce unacceptable dispersive and diffusive 
errors in a very short time. Another example concerns problems containing weak 
shocks in which the physical effects of diffusion and dispersion are important mech- 
anisms. Low-order met hods contain large numerical diffusion and dispersion and 
are thus totally inaccurate for simulating the propagation of weak shocks. In large 
computational problems low-order methods would require vast amounts of computer 
memory (possibly not available in current computers) in order to attain a satisfac- 
tory degree of accuracy. A high-order method would attain the same accuracy with 
coarser meshes requiring less sophisticated hardware. 

There are two different techniques which can be used to construct high-order numer- 
ical schemes: semi-discrete and fully discrete methods. In the semi-discrete method 
[l] one divides the discretization process into two separate stages. In the first stage 
one discretizes in space only leaving the problem continuous in time; in the second 
stage one has sets of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) in time, which can be 
discretized appropriately. Often this technique is called the method of lines. The 
MUSCL approach introduced by Van Leer [a] can be utilised in conjunction with 
the method of lines. The most newly developed ENO schemes [3]-[5] belongs to this 
category. The main idea of the ENO scheme is that the spacial high-order approxi- 
mations to the flux at a cell interface can be defined using high-order interpolation 
in space, and then the high-order temporal accuracy can be achieved by another 
discretization applying a high-order ODE solver. To our knowledge most high-order 
numerical schemes rely on the semi-discrete approach. 

In this paper we investigate the fully discrete approach to obtain arbitrary -order 
(in space and time) numerical methods. The analysis is carried out in the context 
of a model hyperbolic conservation law. The resulting schemes are expressed in 
conservative form, a$ it is this form the one required for computing discontinuous 








































